Altec Hosts DocLink Advanced Admin Training Session This Week in Southern California

This hands-on, four-day event provides DocLink users the opportunity to further explore their DocLink system’s potential to fully optimize their ERP solution and go entirely paperless.

Laguna Hills, CA (PRWEB) September 18, 2017 -- AltecProducts, Inc., a leader in enterprise document management and workflow solutions, is hosting its Fall DocLink Advanced Admin Training in Irvine, CA. The four-day training session, which begins today and continues through Thursday September 21st, will provide attendees with the tools that will allow them to manage DocLink more efficiently and effectively.

Covering topics such as Smart Form Toolkit, Security, Event & Data Manager, Troubleshooting, and more, the training will allow DocLink users to expand their knowledge of the solution beyond day-to-day functions. The multi-day training session provides a cost-effective, hands-on opportunity to learn more about DocLink. Offering limited class size, direct interaction with Altec’s technical team, and networking opportunities to see and hear how other companies have applied the solution, attendees will leave the training with a deep, comprehensive understanding that will help them run their business and processes better.

Lori Corbino, Customer Care Manager for Altec states, “DocLink is a powerful tool that can allow companies to deliver exceptional value across many business areas, and these four-day intensive training sessions offer an excellent venue for DocLink clients to receive in-depth training beyond initial implementation. DocLink brings significant value to even a single department or task, and once our customers see this they are eager to grow and expand the solution into other areas of their business. We are pleased that so many of our customers are taking part in this week’s sessions since these intensive trainings provide a cost-effective way for customers to absorb as much as they can about DocLink in a close-knit setting with their peers.”

For DocLink customers unable to attend this week’s training, Altec will be hosting an additional DocLink training session November 6-9 in Irvine, California. Registration for this event can be completed at http://web.altec-inc.com/cn/inccom/17AATQ4Page.

DocLink

DocLink allows users to fully utilize and enhance their ERP solutions to go paperless in any department – accounts payable, accounts receivable, human resources, legal, or across the entire enterprise. DocLink streamlines any business process and provides improved visibility and control to the entire document lifecycle. DocLink offers a secure, single repository to store, search for, retrieve and send all documents, effectively eliminating the need to file paper documents while improving organizational efficiency and reducing costs associated with human errors.

About Altec

Altec is a leading provider of integrated document management and workflow solutions. Its flagship product, DocLink, enables companies to capture, archive, workflow, and route any document for any process, anywhere. Connecting data for thousands of customers globally, Altec also enjoys strong, collaborative partnerships with ERP solution providers such as Epicor, Microsoft, Sage, SAP B1, and Amtech to provide the most comprehensive enterprise document management solution. Learn more at http://www.altec-inc.com.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.